assembly instructions
paper portfolio bag
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printable

video tutorial

https://artcraftcrazy.com/kraft-paper-portfolio-bag

https://youtu.be/gnG3yQ8RBD8

step 1 (printable template)
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Ÿ

Ÿ
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print directly onto a piece of thin
kraft cardstock, or kraft paper.
cut out, cutting just inside the
outline so it can’t be seen when
made.
score all fold lines shown here as
dash lines.
punch holes for the eyelets
NOTE: the text Typo will print out
on the pattern piece as a digi stamp.

step 2 (install the eyelets before gluing)
Ÿ
Ÿ
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insert
the eyelets

ﬂap over front

optional
cut a shape
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cut 2 x 3/4" circles using punch
cut 2 x 1/2" circles using punch
punch holes in the centre of the
circles the same size as your eyelets
set the eyelets and circles into place
optional, cut a thumb hole in the
front for ease of use.
NOTE: the circles are cut from the
same kraft cardstock as the
portfolio
glue the front cover to the bottom
and side tab and tie a string
around the circle closures

(back)

(front)

glue tabs

cut circle closures
I used 3/4" punch
cut smaller circle raisers for closures
(these go under the closures
to raise them so you can loop the string)
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Use: you can use this to printout and create a ﬁnished item to sell in your online/oﬄine shop
Credit: if you use this free pattern &/or images to create a ﬁnished item to sell in your shop please
give credit to art craft crazy (original design by ArtCraftCrazy)
Receipt: purchased patterns &/or kits you must have a proof of purchase receipt to be able to sell
in your online/oﬄine shop
Claim: you cannot claim these instructions, patterns or images as your own
Distribution: you cannot re-distribute these instructions, patterns or images as your own
© copyright 2019 https://ArtCraftCrazy.com all rights reserved

